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Jedburgh Abbey church: the Romanesque fabric
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ABSTRACT

The choir of the former Augustinian abbey church at Jedburgh has often been discussed with
specific reference to the giant cylindrical columns that rise through the main arcade to support the
gallery arches. This adaptation of the Vitruvian giant order, frequently associated with Romsey
Abbey, is here linked with King Henry I's foundation of Reading Abbey. The unusual design of the
crossing piers at Jedburgh may also have been inspired by Reading. Plans for a six-part rib vault
over the choir, and other aspects of Romanesque Jedburgh, are discussed in association with
Lindisfarne Priory, Lastingham Priory, Durham Cathedral and St Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall.
The scale of the church is allied with King David I's foundation at Dunfermline and is seen to rival
the Augustinian Cathedral-Priory at Carlisle.

The choir of the former Augustinian abbey church at Jedburgh has often been discussed in the
literature on Romanesque architecture with specific reference to the giant cylindrical columns that
rise through the main arcade to support the gallery arches (illus I).1 This adaptation of the
Vitruvian giant order is most frequently associated with Romsey Abbey.2 However, this association
is problematical in that the giant cylindrical pier at Romsey is used only in the first bay of the
nave, and almost certainly post-dates Jedburgh. If this is indeed the case then an alternative model
for the Jedburgh giant order should be sought. Recently two candidates have been put forward.
Richard Fawcett suggests that the architect of Jedburgh may have come from the Benedictine
abbey church of Tewkesbury (Fawcett, Jedburgh Abbey, 15), while Richard Halsey sees Reading
Abbey, which was founded by King Henry I in 1121, as the immediate source for Jedburgh (Halsey
1985, 28; 1988, 157). Consideration of this matter leads to a fuller examination of the original
form of the Romanesque elevation at Jedburgh and its sources and, concomitantly, to a more
complete understanding of its place in Romanesque architecture.

At first sight the link between Romsey and Jedburgh has a certain appeal on documentary
and stylistic grounds. Jedburgh was founded in about 1138 by King David I, whose aunt, Christina,
was a nun at Romsey in Hampshire, and whose sister, Matilda, had stayed at Romsey before her
marriage to Henry I in 1100.3 In addition, on the first pier of the south nave arcade (SI) at Romsey,
the outer order of the main arcade towards the aisle springs from a capital set two full courses
higher than the capitals that carry the inner order of the arch and the aisle ribs, while the outer
order of the arch towards the nave springs from a capital set three-and-a-half courses higher than
the soffit-roll capital (illus 2 & 3). An analogous principle is witnessed in the springing of the sub-
arches from the central column of the arch from the south transept to the nave gallery (illus 4).
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ILLUS 1 Jedburgh Abbey: choir, interior to north-east

Also in this bay, in its counterpart in the north transept, and from pier 2 westwards in the nave, the
gallery enclosing arch is articulated as a giant order with nook shafts rising from the ground (illus
2). At Jedburgh this latter motif is combined with the giant cylindrical columns in the east
responds of the choir and the outer responds of the arches from the transepts to the choir and nave
aisles, while the different springing levels of separate orders of an arch at Jedburgh are expressed
with capitals and imposts placed at different heights (illus 5-6). The detail is not identical in the
two buildings but the design principles are the same. The combination of these unusual motifs
suggests a link between Romsey and Jedburgh, but it is unlikely that this was direct.

Traditionally the start of Romsey Abbey is placed around 1120 and work on the nave seems
to have begun between 1140 and 1150.4 Even if it is argued that the giant cylindrical piers were
designed at the outset it would be hard to explain why these piers, rather than the compound piers
of the choir, served as the model for Jedburgh.5 Therefore, we may be virtually certain that
Romsey is not the direct source for Jedburgh. At this point it makes good sense to examine
Halsey's hypothesis that the giant order at Romsey and Jedburgh both reflect the influence of
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ILLUS 2 Romsey Abbey (Hampshire): nave, interior to south-
west

Reading Abbey. The case for the giant order at Reading is not conclusive but circumstantial
evidence speaks strongly in its favour. The choir arcade piers were cylindrical with single attached
shafts towards the aisles; a base of the south choir arcade is still in situ (Halsey, 1985, 27; 1988,
156). Halsey has demonstrated that the plan and dimensions of the Reading choir were similar to
Tewkesbury and, given the use of the giant order with columnar piers in the Romanesque choir at
Tewkesbury, it is likely that Reading had one too (Halsey 1985, 27-8, 34 n 86; 1988, 156-8).
Other elements at Reading he compares with Gloucester (Halsey 1988, 156) and, seeing that both
Romanesque Gloucester and Tewkesbury had high vaults, it is logical to suggest a high vault for
the Reading choir.6 This in turn would serve as a model for the choir of St Frideswide's at Oxford.
Romsey does not have a high vault but it is possible that the diagonally placed vault responds in
the south nave aisle there - in the western angles of bay SI, throughout bay S2 and in the south-
east angle of bay S3 - reflect Reading. Buckler recorded a diagonally placed vault respond in the
south-west angle of the Founder's Chapel off the south transept at Reading Abbey.7 The detail is
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ILLUS 3 Romsey Abbey (Hampshire): nave, detail pier SI from
south-east

different from that at Romsey but diagonally placed vault responds are sufficiently unusual in
English Romanesque architecture to suggest that the two works may be linked.8

The Reading/Jedburgh connection seems to be confirmed by the form of the crossing piers.
The crossing piers at Reading were elongated on the east/west axis in the manner of Tewkesbury
but, unlike Tewkesbury, they had semi-cylindrical terminations to both the east and west ends.9
This unusual design - otherwise paralleled in England only at Southwell Minster - seems to
supply the inspiration for the singular arrangement at Jedburgh. The design of the Jedburgh
crossing piers evolves from Reading to create a fusion between four unequally sized cylinders:
three towards the main span and one to the aisle (illus 1 & 6). To allow the choir stalls to be set
back as far as possible within the crossing area, and at the same time to continue the curved section
of the choir piers, the central section of the eastern crossing piers was finished with a segmental
section rather than a flat area of wall as at Reading.10 The Reading piers are known only in plan
and it is possible that a segmental section, analogous to the middle section of the Jedburgh pier,
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ILLUS 4 Romsey Abbey (Hampshire): south transept, elevation
to south nave aisle and gallery

might have been corbelled out above the choir stalls.11 In this connection it is interesting that in
Winchester Cathedral a segmental central section flanked by half-shafts articulate the crossing
piers towards the main span (illus 7).

Immediately to the east of the north springer of the eastern crossing arch at Jedburgh there
projects a somewhat weathered angled corbel which is framed above and to the west with a simple
moulding (illus 1 & 8). This moulding almost touches the six chevroned voussoirs of the soffit of
the crossing arch. Above this the arch is of 15th-century date. The angled corbel and its top
moulding continue the lines of the capitals and abaci of the east respond of the northern crossing
arch which suggests that they are congruous. The angled placement of the corbel may also be
associated with the angled vault-rib supports at Romsey and Reading. But even more specific
parallels are with the choir, crossing and transepts of Lindisfarne Priory (illus 8 & 9). In each of
these spaces at Lindisfarne the Romanesque high vault is carried on corbelled capitals which are
angle-set. A similar use for the Jedburgh corbel would seem to be a distinct possibility. Each of the
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ILLUS 5 Jedburgh Abbey: choir, interior elevation to south

Lindisfarne vault capitals has its main face set in the direction of the rib. Applying this to the
Jedburgh corbel leads to a somewhat unexpected result. The face of the corbel to the choir is not
set in the direction of the next pier along on the south side, but towards the next but one.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the Jedburgh high vault was planned as quadripartite over single bays.
Rather it would have been quadripartite or sexpartite over the double bay of the choir. In either
case this would be a vault built on a square plan. A quadripartite vault over a double bay is
unparalleled in British Romanesque architecture but it is a common feature of Imperial churches
and their successors, such as Speyer Cathedral in Germany and the Mariakerk at Utrecht in the
Netherlands.12 The domical trajectory of these vaults results in the setting of the clerestory
windows well above the gallery. This arrangement could not have existed at Jedburgh because the
top of the Romanesque wall is defined by an arched corbel - of the same type as those on the east
and west crossing piers - at the west end of the present clerestory, and this is too low for the
Imperial design.

The choir clerestory at Jedburgh belongs to the Early Gothic remodelling but there is
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ILLUS 6 Jedburgh Abbey: north choir aisle from north-east

evidence on the exterior at the west end of the north choir that speaks in favour of a Romanesque
clerestory at the same level as the present one (illus 10). To the right (west) of the westernmost
window there is a break in the regular coursing of the stonework which suggests that the masonry
to the right of the break is not contemporary with the Early Gothic window. To the right of the
break, the fourth course above the clerestory string is another string which continues for the length
of one stone on to the east wall of the north transept. Seven courses higher up on the choir
clerestory there is a similar string which also continues for a short distance on the adjacent transept
wall. In the fourth and fifth courses above this there is the single Romanesque arched corbel at the
very west end of the choir clerestory, and once again this ashlar continues on to the transept wall
for about 0.3 m. Immediately above the arched corbel the vertical break continues to the top of the
wall. The chamfered profile of the two upper string courses is simpler than the clerestory string
and conforms happily to a Romanesque type.13 Therefore, it is plausible to suggest that the two
strings mark the base and springing point of a Romanesque arcade which should be associated with
the sill and the arch springers of windows in the manner of the Romanesque clerestories of the
cathedrals at Durham and at Kirkwall (illus 11). The continuation of these stringcourses at
Jedburgh onto the east wall of the north transept suggests that a clerestory was also used there.
This is confirmed by details on the interior of both the east and west walls of the north transept. On
the east wall two vertical breaks on the inner plane of the clerestory wall indicate the central
placement of a Romanesque clerestory window above the arches of the giant order (illus 12). The
south jamb of this former window is opposite the stepped plain jamb of the former clerestory
window on the west wall (illus 13), a form paralleled in the transepts of St Magnus Cathedral,
Kirkwall (illus 13 & 14).

The reconstruction of this Romanesque clerestory in the choir of Jedburgh allows the
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ILLUS 7 Winchester Cathedral, north-east crossing pier

equation of the planned high vault there with the two sexpartite vaults in British Romanesque
architecture: in the easternmost bay of the choir at Lilleshall Priory (Shropshire) and in the chancel
of the church at Tickencote (Rutland). Of these Tickencote is the more interesting in that the vault
is constructed over an approximately square chancel, and its segmental diagonal ribs would be an
appropriate design for the Jedburgh high vault (illus 15).

There remain two snags with the reconstruction of a Romanesque high stone vault in the
Jedburgh choir. In the first place, although the second order of the eastern crossing arch is of 15th-
century date, it is probable that a Romanesque second order originally sprang from the same point
(illus 8). Therefore the crossing arch and rib springers would have overlapped. This may seem
awkward but this very overlapping occurs in the south-west rib springers of the choir and north
transept vaults at Lindisfarne (illus 9).14 Secondly, the seven courses of ashlar above the angle-set
corbel and to the west of the break with the present clerestory arcade appear to be Romanesque
(illus 8). If this stonework belongs to the original fabric then the absence of any trace of the
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ILLUS 8 Jedburgh Abbey, choir, north-west corbel

webbing of the Romanesque high vault is remarkable. The webbing of Romanesque vaults in
Britain is usually bonded into the core of the wall; therefore in a ruinous state a former vault is
marked by the arc of the vault web on the wall. This may suggest that the plan for the high vault
over the Jedburgh choir was not executed or that it may have been constructed in wood in imitation
of stone.15 However, there are instances in English Romanesque buildings of a high-vault web
simply being built against wall surfaces, as in the south transept at Tewkesbury Abbey, in
Gloucestershire, and the nave at Pershore Abbey, in Worcestershire, where evidence that the vault
was actually constructed is supplied by traces of fire damage.16

Although we shall never know whether or not the Jedburgh choir vault was constructed,
either in wood or stone, at least the intention to erect a high vault in the choir raises the question of
the architectural context of the scheme. Given the probability of a high vault in the choir of
Reading Abbey and the other links between Jedburgh and Reading, the inspiration for the Jedburgh
choir vault may have come from Reading. Reading was founded by King Henry I and it is
reasonable to suggest that the anglophile King David was influenced by this work of his
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ILLUS 9 Lindisfarne Priory: choir, south-west vault corbel

counterpart south of the Border (Halsey 1985, 28; 1988, 157). But northern works are equally
relevant. After their introduction in the main spans of Durham Cathedral, high rib-vaults are not
generally associated with British Romanesque churches.17 However, high vaults, especially in the
eastern arms of major churches, are rather more common than has hitherto been believed.18

Especially relevant for Jedburgh is the development in the north of England. Ante-dating Durham
there is clear evidence from North Yorkshire for high groin-vaults over the eastern arm of
Lastingham Priory, and it is likely that both Whitby and St Mary's Abbey at York also had high
choir vaults.19 Following Durham, Lindisfarne Priory was completely vaulted with ribs.20 Like
Lastingham, Whitby, and Lindisfarne, Jedburgh was a refoundation of an 'Early Christian' site,
and in keeping with them and the great northern cathedral of Durham, Jedburgh was planned for a
vaulted choir.21

The scale on which the Romanesque abbey church at Jedburgh was conceived is significant
in the context of the development of Scottish architecture in the 12th century. On the one hand, it
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ILLUS 10 Jedburgh Abbey (exterior): north choir clerestory

is much larger than the earlier royal foundation of St Rule's at St Andrews. On the other, it is
comparable with both Dunfermline Abbey, founded by David I in 1128, and St Magnus Cathedral,
Kirkwall, founded by Earl Rognvald in 1137. While Jedburgh is still small by comparison with the
huge English abbeys and cathedrals such as St Albans, Winchester and Durham, which were
conceived on the same vast scale as the great Early Christian basilicas of Rome,22 it is on a par
with two later English foundations, Southwell and Carlisle, which King David may well have
wished to rival. Southwell Minster was begun between 1108 and 1114 by Thurstan, Archbishop of
York, who was keen to secure the obedience of the Scottish church.23 In consideration of
Thurstan's Scottish ambitions, the Augustinian priory at Carlisle, which had been founded by
Henry I after his visit to the city in 1122, was elevated to cathedral status in 1133 (Bulman, 1937;
Dickinson, 1946). In rivalling the scale of Thurstan's major foundation, and the royal Carlisle
cathedral-priory, King David made a clear architectural proclamation of Scotland's ability to
administer its own ecclesiastical affairs.
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ILLUS 15 Tickencote (Rutland): choir vault

Other aspects of the design of Jedburgh are significant in the evolution of Romanesque
architecture in Britain. The multiple mouldings (illus 1 & 5) on the front of the choir arcade arches
and the arches from the transepts to the choir aisles (especially the inclusion of what seems to be a
second hood-mould), recall Anglo-Saxon stripwork as on the west doorway of Earls Barton tower
(Fernie, 1983, fig 87) and the chancel arch at Wittering (Northamptonshire).24

The grouping of shaft segments is characteristic of Anglo-Saxon building, as in the crossing
and nave arcade piers at Great Paxton (Huntingdonshire), and the blind arcades on the exterior of
the choir at Bradford-on-Avon (Wiltshire: Fernie, 1983, figs 78 & 86). But the scale of the Jedburgh
piers is much greater. The only pre-Conquest works that begin to approach the monumentality of
Jedburgh are the semi-cylindrical responds of the apse arches at Deerhurst (Gloucestershire) and at
Worth (Sussex: Fernie, 1983, fig 90). It is as if we have the fusion of the two concepts at Jedburgh.
Within a Romanesque context other than in crossing piers, the design does have parallels in its
concept and scale. The elongated quatrefoil piers of the western bays of the nave of Tutbury Priory
(Staffordshire: illus 16) seem to be the closest, but reference may also be made to the large
quatrefoil piers in the crypt of York Minster and in the nave of Rochester Cathedral in Kent.25

The square-ended choir aisles presage Early Gothic developments (as at St Andrews
Cathedral-Priory) but a possible contemporary parallel is found in the choir aisles at St Magnus
Cathedral, Kirkwall.26 Like St Magnus, the choir aisles at Jedburgh are rib-vaulted. The south aisle
vault is largely rebuilt but the Romanesque ribs are preserved from north-east to south-west in the
western bay, and from centre to north-east and north-west in the eastern bay. The rib profile has a
torus roll and single hollows on the sides of the rib. This is different from the north aisle rib which
has the same torus roll but with plain sides to the rib. There is no chronological significance to the
difference; rather it conforms to an aesthetic in which variety in detail was highly esteemed.27
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ILLUS 16 Tutbury (Staffordshire): north nave arcade pier

Differences in detail are also to be seen in the arches in the transepts, but here an alternative
explanation of the diversity seems appropriate. The mouldings of the arches to the aisles and
galleries of the choir repeat those in the choir elevation (illus 1 & 12). By contrast the arches to the
nave aisles and galleries are devoid of ornament and have just simple stepped orders (illus 13).
Such differences do not necessarily indicate a change of plan. Instead, the richer decoration on the
east side of the transept is visually connected with the adornment of the sanctuary in the eastern
arm of the church. The west wall has no visual association with the sanctuary and therefore is less
richly decorated. This east/west division occurs in the transepts of Durham Cathedral where the
richly moulded arches of the eastern side continue the treatment of the choir while the west side of
the transept is plain.28 At Jedburgh the principle is analogous, although here the second bay of the
east side of the transepts is plain. Similarly the original eastern crossing arch at Jedburgh was
carved with chevron ornament while the arch to the north transept is unadorned.

In sum, the Romanesque abbey church of Jedburgh holds an important place in the evolution
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of Scottish medieval architecture. Like Dunfermline Abbey, also founded by King David, it was
conceived on a far grander scale than earlier Romanesque churches in Scotland such as St Rule's at
St Andrews. While its size does not compete with the largest Anglo-Norman churches in England,
it does rival the collegiate foundation of Archbishop Thurstan of York at Southwell, and the newly
elevated Carlisle Cathedral. The motif of the giant order was probably inspired by the royal
foundation of Reading Abbey, and the crossing piers and vaults may also reflect that source. In
incorporating a choir high-vault, and in the richness and variety of decoration, Jedburgh Abbey
was up to date with the latest developments in the architecture of the highest level of patronage
south of the Border. In this regard it paved the way for the revolutionary monumental
reconstruction of St Andrews Cathedral-Priory after 1160.
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1994). This is not the case. To rely on the studio products of late 18th-century artists as primary
evidence is methodologically unsafe. The sketches are not precise representations of groins but render
the vault springers with a few deft strokes which read more like the flat face on the diagonal that is still
preserved in situ for the north-west high-vault springer. This is exactly the same as the evidence left by
the fallen ribs in the north nave aisle vault. Parallels with vault webs left after fallen ribs in the keep at
Middleham Castle (North Yorkshire), transept chapels at Buildwas Abbey, and the undercrofts of the
infirmary and the Abbot's Lodging at Netley Abbey (Hampshire), further suggest that the Lindisfarne
springer should be read in connection with a high rib vault.

21 Ecgred, Bishop of Lindisfarne (836-46), gave two villas at Geddeworde with their possessions to
Lindisfarne (Arnold 1882, 52-3), and built a church at Jedburgh (Pertz 1866, 506).

22 On relationships between Anglo-Norman great churches and Early Christian basilicas in Rome, see
Gem 1983; Fernie 1979; 1993, 135-6; Thurlby 1994. For an excellent discussion of the scale of St
Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall, see Cambridge 1988, 122-4.

23 On Southwell, see Thompson 1911. It seems probable that the Romanesque presbytery at Jedburgh had
a square east end like Romanesque Southwell (Fawcett 1995, 160).

24 On the continuity and/or revival of Anglo-Saxon motifs after the Conquest, see in particular Bony
1981; Fernie 1986; Thurlby 1993a; Thurlby 1994.

25 For the York crypt piers, see Browne 1847, pis XVII & XIX.
26 Fawcett (1988, 89) suggests that the Romanesque choir aisles at Kirkwall did not end in enclosed

apses, 'since the decorative string courses on the eastern respond of the south arcade extend further
east than would be expected if there were to be sufficient space for an enclosed apse.'

27 Different rib profiles used in single building campaigns are used at Stow (Lines) chancel; Oxford, St
Peter in the East, chancel; Bristol, St Augustine's Abbey (now Cathedral), chapter house and
gatehouse; Winchester, St Cross, choir and aisles; Dalmeny (Midlothian), choir and apse. On design
variety in general, see Thurlby & Kusaba 1991.

28 Bony 1954, 44-5; Thurlby, 1993a, figs. 9, 18-21, 25.
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